T.A. Independent Thinker

Black Poetry
DEDICATION:

I dedicate this book of Poetry to all individuals that won't allow anything in life to stop them from driving to conquer their goals, not even a Red Light or Stop Sign!
be... produced, these raw materials and equipment...

...made by the Court, claims.

...in individuals, seeing themselves as separate, isolated, by the Court...

...belonging or relevant to Cooked rice...

...such on those that are aware of residing or...although...

...due to majority of the individuals rather being a slave...

...continue...

...that's why, we need freedom and because in the physical...

...not as good anymore...

...the gold fields in the United States. Gold mineFields...

...Edging farther, and something to keep us in constant...

...that person by using my mind...

...Macy will say, I've been saying for 18 years and it still house...

...will mean a way to keep up with that but as little on...

...reasons for leaving kids...

...explaining.
For almost half of my life I've been serving a sentence from the streets! And to cope with the pain of this power deceptions are deep! While in the war I'm serving in instead of tennis shoes or boots we now have crocks on our feet! In which, Mental stagnations are why a lot of individuals can't think to eat! Due to such Mental stagnations with some it's always tricks to get the treat! Because of such forces of control and oppositions a lot of individuals give up on getting back to the streets! Whereas, now in times where a lot of individuals fear possible death because there's no more chopping off your legs or feet, a lot have crocks on our feet! Whereas individuals feel so much like it's always deep! From all the crosses and testimonies you have to be cautious to prevent heat! Then for money some individuals resort to all types of deceit! Also some of us indicted in this never ending business of taking chances to survive, and everyone is under the same terminal threat of death. And to cope with the pain of this power deceptions are deep! From the streets! For almost half of my life I've been serving a sentence from the streets!
I've been serving most of my life on front line as an indicted and convicted felony!

I've been serving most of my life on front line as an indicted and convicted felony!

In which, it's a business consisting of rebelling and telling!

However, in this business it's a lot of crosses and telling even though some individuals are snitching and telling!

Whereas, for the rest of my life I'll have less to it and still succeed while some want me failing!

I'd be lying if I could think to write or say, "with some of these railroads there's no underground railroad tracks for the railing!"

So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "with some of these railroads there's no underground railroad tracks for the railing!"

And some individuals only happiness is a teletype, a pardon, or whatever else they may receive through the mailing!

Also sometimes what is received through the mailing is our motivation to stand strong and keep rebelling!

And sometimes what is received through the mailing is motivation for the railing or whatever else they may receive through the mailing!

Some of these railroads there's no underground railroad tracks for the railing.

I didn't think I could think to write or say, "with some of these railroads there's no underground railroad tracks for the railing!"

I've been serving most of my life on front line as an indicted and convicted felon!
individuals, demonstration will show, "WHO'S THE Liar?"

1) Nonetheless, these facts are indisputable and static plus higher.

2) Freedom to some doesn't matter as long as they can get backbiting that you admire.

3) Some of the same ones with crosses, backstabbing, and,labeling to write or say, "Father!"

4) Even while serving a sentence, I don't have time to think about or say, "Father!"

5) Whereas, if a never ending struggle, and I can't think to

6) Due to such submission plenty of individuals in a sense live.

7) Living hell at the same time clears.

8) However, they refuse to exhaust all their remedies to save one of those guys.

9) Yet instead, some of these same individuals claim to be

10) Individuals are chasing drugs or highs are deceptive and full of lies.

11) The individuals that are chasing drugs and chasing highs are dumb instead of wise.

12) I instead of chasing a higher education of freedom a lot of
Without exposing my business but I survive by not
being where they think I'd be!

Also I've never thought it was predestined for me to be
born in a war consisting of words like deathrow, serving life
without parole, serving life with the possibility of
parole, serving life, serving life, serving life, serving multiple lifes.

Yet instead, from this wickedness, chaos, and madness
how did Assata Shakur, R.I.P. Frederick Douglass, R.I.P. Harriet
Tubman, and others flee?

Is it really a Higher Power and Higher forces that has
"THE KEY!"

18) I've never thought it was predestined for me to be
being where they think I'd be.
17) Without exposing my business but I survive by not

19) Yet instead, of this wickedness, chaos, and madness
17) Is it really a Higher Power and Higher forces that has
"THE KEY!"
1. I'd be lying if I could think to write or say, "It's plenty of individuals that look just like me and they're serving a sentence of life, a sentence of life without the possibility of parole, and we all tormented by the unspelled word, "free!"

2. So I'm not going to think to write or say, "It's plenty of individuals that look just like me and they're serving a sentence of life, a sentence of life without the possibility of parole, and we all tormented by the unspelled word, "free!"

3. At the same time, I'm affected mentally, spiritually and physically by these same powers that be!

4. So therefore, I war everyday, and every night to stay in touch with my family and to remain mentally, spiritually, and physically free!

5. Then in this war to survive in all types of situations, physically, mentally, and emotionally, I remain in touch with my family and I remain mentally, spiritually, and physically free, by those same powers that be!

6. At the same time, I'm affected mentally, spiritually, and physically by these same powers that be!

7. Nevertheless, I'm my only stagnation to me!

8. I'm my only stagnation because regardless of any situation I'm accused of, I'm judged individually even on Independence Day, in my only stagnation because regardless of any situation I'm accused of, I'm judged individually!

9. From such dependence the judges' jurors and District attorneys have on me, it's plenty of July 4th serving sentences in the State and Federal Penitentiary.

10. The pain from such sentences has it where it's hard for me to focus on how Assata Shakur was able to get liberated from such dependence.
I'm black and July 4 but there's no Independence on July 4!

Because if we were independent then they'd let us go!

Yet instead, it's a lot of July 4 serving entrapped in war!

Entrapped in war serving sentences in a war of crimes!

In which, if old age isn't killing us, the police killing us, stds killing us, and sentences come with genocide and genocide is another reason we're dying!

Even while serving a sentence I don't have time to think or write or say, "some individuals are convicted because of lying!"

So therefore, I'm not going to think or write or say, "some individuals are convicted because of lying!"

And some individuals allow others' judgments to keep individuals in a criminal bind!

Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, or Assata Shakur couldn't give these individuals strength or sight because fear has them blind.

Fear has them blind that to get free and stay free you must stay trying!

We must stay trying what must be tried!

Also some are blind to the fact that for survival its business we must hide because no matter how many times you come up or don't come up you're liable to get set off or denied.

There's still a lot of July 4 sentenced enslaved in a war of crimes!

STAY TIED!
1) It's 242 years later and Independence Day never applied to me but Independence Night applies to me!

2) When the Declaration of Independence was signed it only applied to those that were operating independently!

3) On 7/4 and 7/4 not meaning G.D my ancestors were still in slavery.

4) My ancestors were still in slavery on 7/4; so I'm still in slavery.

5) If you ever took time to listen to some of these individuals' sentences the unhearable words are spooky!

6) These unhearable spoken words are spooky because it's possible some will never make it back!

7) Some individuals will never make it back to being free.

8) Some individuals will never make it back to being free even though freedom is only a state of mind.

9) But some individuals let situations stagnate them from daily and nightly trying.

10) Nonetheless, I'm on front line daily and nightly trying!

11) Life comes with being part animalistic and I've graduated from my family's Black sheep to Black Lion.

12) While it's crazy seeing a sentence in "TRION!"

13) Nonetheless, there's no need for stress, worry, or crying.

14) Life has no need for stress, worry, or crying.

15) TRION!"
There's no way out for some of us depending on our mind state!

In which, loneliness plus struggling fills some individuals with a heart, mind, body, and soul full of hate!

While some individuals try to direct at you their situation you didn't create!

Also where is the truth located at to consolidate our fate!

Some of us was left with no option but to do dirt to get from one point to another, and very civilians can understand or relate!

Every day and every night we on front line serving without time to debate!

Whereas, why must I take a 100 chances plus face hole time, because I owe the state, am owed 40 acres and a mule, and can't afford their communication rate!

Yet instead, for survival I must communicate!

The hands I've been dealt makes me think I'm my own soulmate!

It makes me think I'm my own soulmate because in my world genocide is what they enforce or regulate some of us prey for the right position and some of us prey for a release date!

Due to the fact, genocide is what they enforce or regulate, some of us prey for the right position and some of us prey for a release date!

However, until we can take advantage of that opportunity we keep going because pressure won't allow us to realize some of us prey for the right position and some of us prey for a release date!

Nonetheless, until we can take advantage of that pressure, some of us prey for the right position and some of us prey for a release date!
I can't think to think, 'IT'S NOT PLAY!' to such submission they don't take it seriously and
Ancestor's way!

They've submitted to another reality other than their
another reality!
because in their mind and spirit they've submitted to

Most individuals are now serving until their dying day
now serving until their dying day!

Therefore, no matter the situation most individuals are
power, Montreal's determination has won after!

Because in my era it seems like, 'I'm Harriet
Frederick Douglas have to say!'
to write, 'what would Harriet Tubman, Assata Shakur,
And while serving a sentence I've never had time to think
unity and collectively feeling away!

All types of divisions are now keeping us from having
encouraging individuals into Modern Day slavery!

In which, now in days and nights judges plus jurors are
us are still incarcerated on in Modern Day slavery!

Even though we supposedly have been set free plenty of

say, 'I'm African American,' 7/4 and Independence Day
Being that I don't lie I'm not going to think to write or
African American,' 7/4 and Independence Day never freed me!
I'd be lying if I could think to write or say, 'I'm African

"IT'S NOT PLAY." 7/4/2018
15) We’ve been taught languages that isn’t of our ancestors, and we’ve been taught alphabets that aren’t of our ancestors spelling! With lack of education being the reason it’s “SO MANY BLACKS JAILING!”
Nonetheless, is their "ANY ANSWER to who's responsible for what I try and tried?"
1) Even while serving a sentence I've never thought to write or say, "this is Auntee Assata Shakur's day!

2) So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "this is Auntee Assata Shakur's day!

3) Auntee Assata served 6 years in the struggle from 1972 until 1979, and then the Black Liberation Army assisted Auntee Assata in getting away!

4) In which, some Blacks are now responsible for certain causes instead of standing from such disarray for certain causes instead of standing American asylum Black Power is now disarray! Because plenty individuals have been lead African heritage but they have been lead African American asylum whereas plenty individuals of African American sentences until their dying day!

5) Due to such lack of unity some Blacks are now serving Black can't get away!

6) In which, think some Blacks are now responsible other Auntee Assata Shakur's day!

7) Until 1979 and then the Black Liberation Army assisted Aunnee Assala served 6 years in the single from 1972 Aunnee Assala Shakur's day!

8) So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "this is Aunnee Assala Shakur's day!

9) Even while serving a sentence I've never thought to write
I feel experience so much drift or befogged; especially from those up in a cell.

At the end of the night and day, our decisions can end us in repeated some sort rape.

Some individuals are so pretext from nature they participate escape.

6) Nonetheless, from the lies, blood, deceit, and misery I can't it and some of us in pain from putting in market.

So, I was born with some successes that didn't make the difficult

However, the healing, anything, and telling went even drip one another.

Due to the fact they don't love each other. They telling on individuals don't love each other.

Where is reminded something within a week where level

dear, and nightly, in writing to reach the other.

April 17th, 2018
"Own Gold"

1) Without a way to keep track of time but I've been serving a sentence 17 years straight!

2) While in this field some individuals fake and some individuals real!

3) Some individuals are fake because they bound by oath to keep it secret but squeal!

4) Due to all the intel heating it's hard to get it in and make a deal!

5) However, it's like they give it to the fake and drag the real!

6) Daily and nightly I'm on front line and it doesn't matter if other individuals don't feel what I feel and don't feel!

7) It's a blessing to be alive because I could have been given deathrow, died, sentenced to multiple life sentences, sentenced to life, sentenced to life without the possibility of parole, or sentenced to life with the possibility of parole!
1) I'd be lying if I could think to write
2) Be in the higher Power left it up to me is my choice or say "its like the higher Power left it up to me"
3) Whereas daily and nightly there's no predicting who I can't spell called "Reel" unless I end up in a way to get a word
4) Because in this was suppose to be Prand's try to get in your business and use it to blackmail you to my next enemy might be
5) So I mainly keep to myself because they use all types of tactics to find out what information they can use to assist in building a cause to deny a kill as I didn't
6) Due to all the dirt its hard to decipher who's infiltrating and who's a real G! I also allow me to clearly see the jealousy and hatred some individuals be trying to
Gruesome health.

Nick is steady coming in no one went insensitivity

coming in by the street.

2) Instead of looking by the street were stead.

securing in the street

securing on the securing line because they were

(6) In which some individuals are securing on the

so.

because when we look they don't pay and we have

(5) Sometimes we have no choice but to steal.

by thefts or death.

and we have no choice but to make up.

the thieves.

3) Whereas, for all survivial its always needs to get

forever dwell in this war of lies and deceits.

(2) I'm not great killed some of us are sentenced to

us get killed or die revealing in these streets.

have time to think of a quite a say, some of

(1) Even while securing a sentence I don't

10/2/91b
in the end,

4) The concept of not letting individuals out but keeping individuals in

5) The concept of not letting individuals out but keeping

6) Due to court-appointed attorneys representing they'll allow individuals to go to do because of lack of money and their representation.

(In which there's only so much court-appointed attorneys)

7) Some individuals are given court-appointed attorneys to defend.

8) They only condition to put individuals in this first century

9) Yet instead they go around they using conditions to grant

Jenx while seeing a sentence I don't have time to think 9:15

10-14-2018
I stay contemplative on ways to maneuver around all the stuff. I am to some extent shocked by how much and bodily feeling I stay and bodily be lacking.

I can think of making or say. Some contemplation be doing too much be regularizing.

I get placed in the hole at times for concepting the way explanation.

In which, I get placed in the hole at times for concepting.

Regarding.

Some individuals are controllable accepting all that we do be telling, something and having.

There is no legal way out of successful escaping because of all the time in a state of federal place of incarceration.

Months from now, years and some of us still serving, or getting served by same of us still serving.

A pen to write on thought to verbally say. "Words turn into years.

It even while saying a sentence. I need that time to think to push forces of Satan."

10-30-2013
I'd be lying if I wrote it like we're not on the planet Earth but on the planet Mars.

I can't think to wear the same of the individuals that get in trouble.

Besides wanting the freedom we also wish to reproduce behind these fences.

Due to being a crime to have sex behind these Barbed wires enclosed.

3) Even though its majority women that's correctional officers Police.

| Behind Bars |

10-20-2018
This is a very difficult time for me personally. My mind is racing with thoughts of the recent events and the impact it is having on me. I find myself struggling to come to terms with the reality of what has happened.

I remember the day clearly. It was a beautiful day, and I was looking forward to spending some time outdoors. As I was walking along the beach, I noticed a group of people standing by the water. It seemed like they were enjoying themselves, but something about their demeanor caught my attention. They appeared to be engaged in some sort of activity, but I couldn't quite make out what it was.

As I approached them, I realized that they were engaged in a conversation that was quite intense. I could hear raised voices and a lot of shouting. It was then that I saw it - a man had been severely beaten. He was lying on the ground, covered in blood, and it was clear that he was in a critical condition.

I immediately called for help and tried to provide some assistance, but it was clear that the situation was beyond my capabilities. The police arrived soon after and took over, but I couldn't shake the feeling of guilt that I carried with me.

Looking back on that day, I realize that it was a turning point for me. I had to confront the reality of the world and the dangers that exist within it. It was a wake-up call that I have not forgotten.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

10-30-2018
I was thinking of a lack of education.

A lack of majority of individuals seeking the needed and received because of telling.

I can think of people or say, "Some individuals are within the business." My head is all sorts of crosses!

Even with hiding someone hours where were at.

Some of us are forced to use deceptions just to survive.

(If) Some of us are forced to use deceptions just to

individuals deceive you.

(2) In which, preceded shuffling and expression makes some

oppression makes some individuals evil.

I'm not going to think to write or say, "shuffling and

shuffling and oppression makes some individuals evil."

I don't think to write or say, "Evil."

I'm thinking and oppression makes some individuals evil.

Believe

\(8/2018\)
Getting started

Mere influences especially about the camera

(2) Raise can affect on the brain where some individuals
have influences greatest the slice.

She has a effect on the brain where some individuals
begin to think some, because some have a effect on their
with being a veteran, don't tell other some individuals.

So I can think to write or say, the pain that comes

The pain that comes with being a veteran can also

My being a veteran is also a bad thing: comes with.

Because some veterans are still alive after going on

Whereas being called "veteran" is in honor in itself

A veteran is in honor in every way

Think to push a pen to write or verbally say, being labeled

I saw while seeing a sentence I don't have time to

Veterans' Pain

11-12-2018
1. We all partake and reap from the Pilgrims’ takings from the Indians. 
2. So therefore, we all partake and reap the benefits from the Pilgrims’ takings from the Indians. 
3. What Thanksgiving teaches us is to celebrate the Pilgrims’ taking from the Indians not preceding us to celebrate the Pilgrims’ taking from the Indians. 
4. Due to the Indians not preceding we all feasting. 
5. Nothing replaces itself because the NFL the Indians didn’t win.

Therefore only this time the Cowboys and Indians aren’t going to it again.

"Thanksgiving everyday doin’ it."
The teacher is saying:

1. A lot of people don't believe in me, but I believe in myself.

2. In the way I'm thinking, better social development.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.

I don't agree on the point about the lack of implementation of educational strategies to keep us even though we the majority that make up the struggle. Still, there being Black decent make life any better.

I'm not free to bring me by some people in a tallied bad about and do and in knowing to stay sharpened because some individuals in my skills, oppressions, and even death.
Every though I'm aware of the fact that to overcome any
ea loophole I'm going to kill health and not death, and

(9) however, it is mean for me to get collect in calling

(to) instead of doing all it takes to protect mine,

this more because is illegal for me to have a weapon.

(0) at the same time I'm forced to take chances in

(6) Whereas, with some the money isn't helping,

10 tactics to divide cost

3) In which since day I thrive used and use all these at

no thought

even though they're a number in the black nation, however

A disadvantage, some people have been taught snake brothage and

a whole life surrounding for us what it provides for us.

3) even though we love it

meaning we love it

is crazy because when some consider to be

(1) I'm trapped in a war and always afraid of death.

Back shere to back man.
It's possible if it was presented to you; you couldn't understand my unwritten words of, the 2018 The City of Brotherly Love won Super Bowl 51.

So therefore, I'm not going to write, "For 2018 The City of Brotherly Love won Super Bowl 52!"

You couldn't understand my unwritten words of.

It's possible if it was presented to you.
and not live."

Thought to verbally say, "Dead and rightly are right faces"

They take individuals' freedom as well as anything else that's the top of the food chain, because they take instead of give!

Therefore, individuals and consciousness makes it hard to be still. They have been blessed with to live! Those at the top of the food chain are shielded with whatever individuals killed.

It at the sometime when invalid and cannot anyone but choose otherwise.

3) However, disobeying these laws and orders cannot have gotten a order to stop or yield!

2) Sometimes the only forces some of us to spread up human ground.

Sticky clean bed is hard because his plenty of dirt in the road.

If the another door to true night and in still alive thing to tracked to live."

11-25-200
The deaf a hem a • aie

I don't have time to think

Every while serving a sentence I have

What I eat, what I wear, and where I live

because of such causes others get paid off me and decide

while serving a sentence is the field

The deal of being a share or person among to society

I guess these causes come with the deal

Are forced to live

Yet instead, light or darkness can't hide how some of us
13) And it's easy because I stay winning in life at everything I do. Without reflecting upon the past but I been graduated from my family's Black Sheep to Black Lion.

12) Mind's accomplished everything and accomplished to the accomplished the accomplishment. We must use our
"Teacher is terug!"

They can miss me with it because I know that ever the upper hand!

This I cant write, diuison is the only my assistants keep the and proceed to individually take a stand!

As a man!

At the same time. I'm caught! I'm willing to accept my punishment.

Please forgive me. Or make me as the actions show they think I'm discarded.
"Thanksgiving everyone and everywhere."

I think we should celebrate Thanksgiving the way we are and as we are. I think we should celebrate with thanks...
There is no amount of money in the world as any type of medicine that can ease a "Veterans Fair"
If I'm attacked by forces that don't want me to succeed, I can't think to write a story clearly, and nightly, I'm federal or stefle, within.

14 At the same time death comes with all this telling

13 The bad side is some individuals know into

12 Wherever whatever we are seeing in a business

11 Does my race really comes with a crossing I stay

10 whereas his trick at rest without it being the unspeled

11 Because of October the 3rd
On this same island like the neighborhood of the east and west, an old man with a white beard, and the aged to stand or lie,

Also with some of us they hide from seeing the sky, the stars in the bed, and the teapot to stand or lie.

At the same time, they face the sky, the west, the red flowers, the house, the moon in the sky, and the sunshine.

What? Is anything the sky try to escape or be try to.

Others not honestly caring about others' treatment makes some of us determine.
Shut up or faces of Satan.

to get caught up embarking these dark faces or focus of

I focus on the future I have an option because it is easy

Surely.

and letting by passing or the future I have

Looking something crossing and letting by passing or the future I have

1) I stay contemplating on ways to maneuver around all the
11) When individuals are forced into slavery, they are given a life sentence of hard labor through the State, and Federal courts. Individuals that work for the State also control how individuals make their beds.

12) The State is saving money from the individuals, and then the individuals, who have been forced into slavery, are made to work and force individuals into slavery.

13) It is possible to get parole back if you really want it. Even though individuals are forced into slavery, they are also given a life sentence after serving 30 years. If you want to get parole back, you must work hard and take responsibility.
It's too late!

Sharks and the deep plus water with us.

However, we are still alive in the ocean which the
safely stand on our own feet.

Still to break them all we have to endure just
9. Nonetheless, the ones that aren't prepared...
1) Even though we all seemed to feel we were serving

2) at the same time, some individuals in no way

don't want you to "Get Free!"
1. Also, I've never thought to write or say 'I am black', and I don't think African Americans have to do diet or get dirty to be Black.

2. I'm not sure if this is true or not, but I've heard it said that some people have been told to eat healthy or stay in shape, and this is not necessarily something that black people want to be told.

3. Nonetheless, we all end up seeing in the same hole.
IIS there any secret to how much we as brothers and sisters of the "strong struggle" perceive

night in a personal cell. It led the individuals were staying until the day began and things

Then because Liberation with 1 lot of African Americans have

took scared to rebel.

2) Being that Liberation with majority has failed a lot of individuals and continue Liberation with majority has failed!

Because 2 lot of African Americans are under the shadow

the divide and continue spell

African American and 2 lot of African Americans are under

In which majority of the individuals in this area are

that has worked not to tell but valuable and tell
1) Even while serving a sentence I don't have time to think, write or say, "7/20 isn't until tomorrow but Growth & Development stays on my mind!"

2) Due to not having time I'm not going to think to write or say, "7/20 2018 isn't until tomorrow but Growth & Development stays on my mind!"

3) Whereas, for the last past 17 years straight day and night I've been serving a sentence on front line!

4) In which while serving a sentence or sentences some individuals commit suicide, some individuals are executed, some individuals are killed by others, some individuals die of natural causes, some individuals are released, some individuals catch more time, and some individuals allow depression to keep them from trying!

5) Also, my reality shows that over 74% of the individuals are African Americans that's indicted and convicted of breaking laws or committing crimes!

6) Nonetheless, hating, snitching, and telling are the four reasons others keep others in a bind!

7) And some individuals not thinking to look, listen, and learn keeps them behind!

8) The world of serving sentences is so animalistic that sheep are preyed upon by the lion!

9) Sheep stay catching hell at Hays in the state of Georgia and some individuals not thinking to look, listen, and learn keep them behind!

10) Due to all the deceits, crosses, and chaos that comes with Growth & Development says on my mind, "I won't write or say, "7/20 isn't until tomorrow but even while serving a sentence I don't have time to think or write or say, "7/19/2018 MOUNT ZION."

MOUNT ZION
Even while serving a sentence I don't have time to think to write or say, "its all about Growth and Development in the business!"

So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "its all about Growth and Development in the business!"

In which, dirt has some family and friends turning into Federal or State witness!

Whereas, some of the individuals involved serving sentences on deathrow, some individuals involved serving sentences of life without the possibility of parole, some individuals involved serving multiple life sentences, and some individuals involved serving sentences that can't be spoken or written!

At the same time everyone affiliated with something!

And because the G state don't pay most of us survive by aiding and assisting from family, scheming, or robbing!

From my existence individuals getting rich and eating good while I'm broke and starving!

Yet instead, no one but me can feel the pain of my life's good while I'm broke and starving!

Whereas, some of the individuals involved serving sentences that can't be spoken or written!

Federal or State witness!

In which, dirt has some family and friends listening into about Growth and Development in the business!

So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "Its all about the business!

Because while I'm serving a sentence I don't have time to think to write or say, "LOUD NOISE FROM SMELLING!"

7/9/2018
It's the day before 7/4 or Independence Day, and for Blacks G/D$ are the only 7/4! Hacks are the only 7/4 due to the fact Independence Day/ • in America never applied to us African Americans!

3) And for those that didn't make it the ocean was their pallbearer!

4) While for some of those Blacks that made it education is the key to make life fair!

5) Daily and nightly we're faced with situations where Higher powers dare you!

6) However, we have no choice but to be bold because we're serving sentences in the land of the free, and they try to intimidate or scare you!

7) In which, the only thing we have no choice but to be cautious!

8) In which, the only thing we have no choice but to be cautious!

9) So we have to think to survive because to some individuals reason we take loses!

10) We have to think to survive because to some individuals reason we take loses!

11) I'm currently serving 17 years straight and smelling loud it doesn't matter if we're dead or alive!

12) I'm currently serving 17 years straight and smelling loud it doesn't matter if we're dead or alive!

13) From getting our parole denied instead of always getting their parole denied we have to think to survive because to some individuals being alive is reason we take loses!

14) Pressure of these Environmental forces make some commit suicide!
SO MANY BLACKS JAILING

1) Even while serving a sentence I don’t have time to think to write or say, “it’s 7/4 or Independence Day!”

2) So therefore, I’m not going to take time to think to write or say, “it’s 7/4 or Independence Day!”

3) Yet instead, I’m 7/4 or G/D, and they’ve never seen it our way!

4) Due to such misunderstandings there’s plenty of 7/4z or G/Dz serving sentences in the struggle night and day!

5) Whereas, life forces some of us to resort to deceits to use JPay!

6) So to overcome the oppression of the struggle some of us and day while they don’t pay!

7) Where’s the recognition of the struggle some of us work night and day!

8) At the same time some individuals abandon our plot, scheme, pray, and lay!

9) So we resort to deceits to use JPay because we work night and day!

10) The pain inflicted from these forces of life makes some distress us from the business with unpersuasive play!

11) Nonetheless, we incorporated into a never ending communit suicide and the inflicted pain turns some gay!

12) Yet instead, I’m 7/4 or G/D, and they’ve never seen it our way!

13) While serving sentences in the struggle night and day!

14) Even while serving a sentence I don’t have time to think to write or say, “it’s 7/4 or Independence Day!”

7/4/2018
I can't think to write or say, "Independence Day isn't real!"

So therefore, I'm not going to think to write or say, "Independence Day isn't real!"

Whereas, some of my ancestors took their Independence at night if they weren't scared and were in the field!

In which, Independence Day doesn't apply to African Americans, and Independence night only applies to those that's bold and real!

At the same time there's no Independence for anyone because we're all dependent upon a dollar bill!

However, such dependence on a dollar bill has some individuals have to lie, cheat, and steal.

Because we're all dependent upon a dollar bill, the Judicial system depends on criminals to get full some individuals in exchange for their cooperation a deal!

While the Judicial system depends on criminals to get what they have a job, and can give some individuals caught so they have a job, and can give some individuals such dependence on a dollar bill has some individuals, whereas some of my ancestors look their independence at real, "Independence Day isn't real!

So therefore, I can't think to write or say, "Independence Day isn't real!"
1) Its Independence Day and Independence Day never applied to us!
2) We had to take our Independence at night so we're considered dangerous!
3) In which, all the dirt and crosses makes it hard to trust!
4) While in the field plenty individuals have fell off because of lust!
5) Yet instead, amongst all the forces of opposition survival is a must!
6) Whereas, the date 7/4 and some of us 7/4z keep it exact or precise but still judged not to be just!
7) Nonetheless, some of us still want to get a Higher Education to prevent from being the target of a raid or Drug Bust!
8) For those that's in tune we stay running and evading those that infiltrate to be like us but aren't like us!
9) I'm of Ancestral bloodline that made it to land, and can't be incarcerated in Georgia State Prison, Smith State Prison, All of the Prisons listed:
10) Due to the fact, they can't capture us, they don't like us!
11) Even though we're considered the scum of the earth, they're dependent upon us!
12) Dirt Strengthens America; so besides family who can I lower my guards to or 'HONESTLY TRUST?'
17) We serving sentences in the home of the brave and land
of the free: with the dirt forcing some of us to ride!

18) Without any handcuffs on some individuals can't think
so their hands and mind "STAY TIED!"
Blacks now have become so unorganized and
submissive to the wrong knowledge that even R.I.P Harriet
Tubman, or R.I.P Frederick Douglass can't "NOW FLEE!"
1) It's another day to turn night and I'm still on the front line serving with no way to keep track of time.

2) In which, over the years, I've learned your biggest stagnations are the ones in your mind!

3) Due to the fact, some individuals can't think to think, they're left behind!

4) And then with some of us, John Walsh can't find!

5) The spirit of Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, and Assata Shakur assist in overcoming this bind!

6) While in these days and times, a lot of individuals are blind to the fact 7/4 is Independence Day and all Real 7/4 black, and a lot of Real 7/4z locked away!

7) A lot of individuals are blind to the fact 7/4z is Real.

8) So, where is Real freedom, and where does Real freedom resides since a lot of 7/4z serving sentences night and day!

9) Also, how come it seems like Real love and Real loyalty has "WENT ASTRAY!"
1) It's another day to turn night and I'm still serving a sentence without time to worry about others' judgments of if I'm living wrong or right!

2) At the same time I never asked to be born or given life!

3) In which, year after year I've refused to give up and always fight!

4) I always fight to stay in the light!

5) I fight to stay in the light because individuals darkness will make you take flight!

6) Make you take flight because they'll try to take your light!

7) They'll take your light and turn it dim instead of bright!

8) And to get you on the picture sometimes individuals will use a kite!

9) Not a kite that flies, flew, or flown!

10) But a kite consisting of what they write or have someone

11) Nonetheless, we still creeping even though they try to write!

12) As an African American male serving a sentence I've never had time to think to write or say, "How come a lot of wickedness evolve around the colors black, red, blue, green and yellow!"

13) Also, why does gold come from the dirt!

14) I've never thought to write do individuals really aid and assist or abandon and desert!

15) Nonetheless, we still serving a sentence without time to worry about others' judgments of if I'm living wrong or right, another day to turn night and I'm still serving a sentence.

THE KEY
It's the zodiac sign of Gemini the twins!

And in this month my mom's, r.i.p. Auntie, cousin, and my niece was born in!

Also in this same month of June my niece had her high school graduation!

Whereas, with all this going on I'm still on the front line serving!

I've been serving so long that I have trust issues and I'm really my only friend!

While for survival I stay cautious because some individuals are willing to cross and backstab!

Without comparing but unlike some I refuse to remain a black sheep in the lion's den!

So therefore, I had to graduate from the knowledge of a black sheep to a black lion!

In this war of life for my own sake and my family's sake I have no choice but to be different!

Without compromising but unlike some I refuse to remain a black sheep in the lion's den!

Individually willing to cross and backstabbing!

While for survival I stay cautious because some individuals are willing to cross and backstab!

I've been serving so long that I have trust issues and I'm still on the front line serving!

Whereas, with all this going on I'm still on the front line serving!

Also in this month of June my niece had her high school graduation!

And in this month my mom's, r.i.p. Auntie, cousin, and my niece was born in!

1) It's the zodiac sign of Gemini the twins!
2) And in this month my mom's, r.i.p. Auntie, cousin, and my niece was born in!
3) Also in this same month of June my niece had her high school graduation!
4) Whereas, with all this going on I'm still on the front line serving!
5) I've been serving so long that I have trust issues and I'm still on the front line serving!
6) While for survival I stay cautious because some individuals are willing to cross and backstab!
7) Without compromising but unlike some I refuse to remain a black sheep in the lion's den!
8) So therefore, I had to graduate from the knowledge of a black sheep to a black lion!
9) In this war of life for my own sake and my family's sake I have no choice but to be different!
10) Be different to lunchtime because when lunchtime you're having information about you where they can drop a dime!
11) Nevertheless, there are even the most unsuspected persons committing crimes!
12) However, being in tune to the spirit and knowledge of detecting is the only way to prevent certain individuals from having information about you where they can drop a dime!

6/9/2018
1) All I have are pictures and memories to keep you on my mind!
2) In which, your love, understanding, and strength motivates me 24/7 to keep trying!
3) Whereas, regardless of the consequences when the opportunity presents itself I’m committing crime!
4) Nonetheless, some individuals doing all types of serving at Hays in “Trion!”
5) While I refuse to allow fear to be the reason I’m not in service on Front Line!
6) Daily and nightly I have to think to avoid the shame
7) At the same time I stay focused because stupidity is the reason a lot of individuals are getting killed, have been killed, or dying!
8) Then for survival I have no choice but to remain defiant!
9) In this world you’re prey if you’re too submissive, and in this life experience of a Black sheep isn’t long!
10) So for my family I had to graduate to a Black Lion

In this world you’re prey if you’re too submissive, and in this life experience of a Black sheep isn’t long!
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